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Abstract

The aim of speech enhancement is to improve speech signal quality and intelligibility from a noisy microphone signal. In many applications, it is crucial to enable processing with small computational complexity and minimal requirements regarding access to future signal samples (look-ahead). This paper presents signal-based causal DCCRN that improves online single-channel speech enhancement by reducing the required look-ahead and the number of network parameters. The proposed modifications include complex filtering of the signal, application of overlapped-frame prediction, causal convolutions and deconvolutions, and modification of the loss function. Results of performed experiments indicate that the proposed model with overlapped signal prediction and additional adjustments, achieves similar or better performance than the original DCCRN in terms of various speech enhancement metrics, while it reduces the latency and network parameter number by around 30%.
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1. Introduction

Intelligibility and quality of the speech signal diminishes in presence of background noise. The aim of speech enhancement is to reduce this undesired effects and extract clean speech signal from a noisy mixture. Over the years, speech enhancement methods (both single- and multi-channel) based on deep learning turned out to be very effective for this task [1, 2], and nowadays are considered state-of-art. Those approaches can be broadly categorized into time and time-frequency domain methods. Time domain methods try to map noisy speech to clean speech directly [3, 4], while the ones operating in time-frequency domain usually define a learning target as clean speech spectogram or the desired mask (e.g., an ideal power ratio mask). Many of them are based only on magnitude features (and re-use phase of a noisy signal) [5, 6], however, methods that try to reconstruct phase using e.g. complex ratio mask have recently gained on popularity [7, 8, 9].

Speech enhancement has many real-life applications, but the most desired ones require low processing latency, so that enhancement can be performed in real-time (without breaking the human communication process with unnatural delays). The low-computational cost is a property desired in all systems, but most crucial for on-device deployment on smartphones or hearing aids. These translate into algorithmic latency and hardware latency that both add up to the overall processing latency [10, 11]. The implementation aspects of speech enhancement are important parts of current research. Reduction of hardware latency can be achieved by decreasing the number of network parameters (either by specific network (re-)design [12], by performing pruning [13] or knowledge distillation [14]) or their quantization [15]. The main impact on algorithmic latency has the length of speech frame that the system aims to predict, as single-frame prediction is the most popular approach for online speech enhancement. The frame is predicted based on current and previous inputs and overlap-added with previous predictions for final enhanced speech signal generation. The recent challenges that focus on real-time speech enhancement, such as Interspeech 2020 Deep Noise Suppression (DNS) challenge [16] and Clarity [17], put tight requirements on the maximum processing time and allowed look-ahead limited to respectively 40 ms and 5 ms. A comprehensive survey on recent advancements in low-latency speech enhancement can be found in [11].

In this work, we focus on a single architecture, namely Deep Complex Convolutional Recurrent Network (DCCRN) [8] (that has already shown impressive performance at DNS challenge), which originally estimates the so-called Complex Ratio Mask (CRM). In original DCCRN formulation, the estimated mask is applied to both real and imaginary parts, which can lead to improved signal enhancement due to phase information preservation. We analyze in-depth different modifications to the network architecture, which are aimed to improve speech enhancement performance in an online scenario. To this end we explore signal-based filtering instead of a mask-based approach, overlapped-frame prediction algorithm with partial and full sub-frames summation [18], causal architecture design (causal convolutions and deconvolutions), as well as loss modification and other subtle changes in the neural network architecture (described in detail in Sec. 2).

The proposed causal signal-based filtering using DCCRN with full overlapped-frame prediction offers significant reductions in the number of neural network parameters, as well as in the relative latency over the original mask-based DCCRN [8]. Furthermore, the results of experimental evaluations performed using Librimix and DNS datasets indicate similar yet often slightly better speech enhancement performance in terms of classical evaluation metrics.

2. Proposed Causal DCCRN with Overlapped-Frame Prediction

2.1. Problem formulation

In this paper, we address the problem of single-channel speech enhancement performed in the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) domain. We assume an additive signal model in which the microphone mixture is given by

\[ Y(f,t) = S(f,t) + N(f,t), \quad (1) \]
where $Y_{(f,t)} = [Y]_{f,t}$ denotes the $(f,t)$-th element of the matrix with a complex spectrum of the microphone signal $Y \in \mathbb{C}^{F \times T}$, with the frequency and time indices given by $f = 0, 1, \ldots, F - 1$ and $t = 0, 1, \ldots, T$, respectively. $S_{(f,t)} = [S]_{f,t}$ and $N_{(f,t)} = [N]_{f,t}$ are defined similarly and denote the source and noise signal spectra in the $(f,t)$-th time-frequency bin.

The goal of speech enhancement is to extract the desired source signal $s$ in the time domain. In this work, it is obtained via inverse STFT of the source spectrum estimated by direct filtering of the complex STFT representation of the microphone signal by a complex-valued neural network, which can be written as

$$\hat{s} = F^{-1}\{\hat{S} = H(Y)\},$$

where $H(\cdot)$ represents neural network complex filtering and $F^{-1}\{\cdot\}$ denotes an inverse STFT (ISTFT). Note that the proposed direct filtering differs from the existing DCCRN-based approaches [8] which estimate complex time-frequency masks.

2.2. Direct signal filtering vs mask-based approach

The original DCCRN [8] is a complex-valued network with encoder-decoder U-shaped architecture. Encoder and decoder are composed of six Conv2D/Deconv2D blocks, each consists of convolutional/deconvolutional layer followed by batch normalization and PReLU activation. It is designed with a 2-layer complex LSTM between encoder and decoder, with 128 hidden units, followed by a single linear layer with 512 units. Note that the provided layer dimensions (including those depicted in Fig. 1) are the same for the real and imaginary parts. Moreover, the Nyquist frequency is omitted in DNN-based processing.

State-of-the-art DCCRN [8] estimates the so-called Complex Ratio Mask (CRM) $M \in \mathbb{C}^{F \times T}$, which is next subject to complex multiplication with the complex spectrum of the microphone signal in the STFT domain.

In contrast, in this work, we directly perform complex filtering of the microphone signal spectrum by the DCCRN. As shown in Fig. 1, this can be achieved by minor modifications to the original network architecture. In particular, in comparison with the mask-based processing, the tanh($\cdot$) activation function that limits the mask magnitude to the range $[0,1]$ is removed, and instead, a linear (i.e. fully connected) layer is added at the decoder output.

2.3. Processing of overlapped time frames

For both mask-based and signal-based DCCRN, we apply the overlapped-frame prediction algorithm recently proposed in [18], which allows to better leverage the future context without affecting their algorithmic latency. For each STFT frame, it assumes the prediction of $K = W/P$ frames, where $W$ and $P$ denote the frame length and the hop-size in samples, respectively. The predicted $K - 1$ immediate past frames and the current one are then utilized within the ISTFT algorithm. After calculating, for each of $K$ predicted frames, the inverse transform, and applying the synthesis window, the resulting $K$ predictions for the frame in the time domain are finally appropriately overlapped in order to produce the particular sub-frame of the output signal. This way, the so-called partial sub-frame summation is performed. In order to leverage all frame predictions, which involve a particular sub-frame, the so-called full sub-frame summation can be used. Note that the standard single-frame prediction is equivalent to the standard overlap-add method, which results as a special case of the full sub-frame summation for $K = 1$.

To ensure perfect reconstruction we employ the synthesis window design as presented in [18]. In particular, for partial sub-frame summation, it is the same as the regular synthesis window used for single-frame prediction (since the summation process is mathematically equivalent), hence it follows

$$l[n] = g[n] \frac{g[n]}{\sum_{e=0}^{W/P-1} g[eP + (n \mod P)]^2}, \quad (3)$$

where $g$ is the analysis window and $0 \leq n < W$. However, for full sub-frame summation, it is modified to

$$l[n] = g[n] \frac{g[n]}{\sum_{e=0}^{W/P-1} ((e + 1) \times g[eP + (n \mod P)]^2). \quad (4)$$

2.4. Causal architecture design

In order to avoid reliance on future frames, non-causal layers are replaced with their respective causal counterparts. In par-
ticular, performed modifications include: (i) using causal two-
dimensional (2D) convolutions in the encoder, achieved by the
appropriate left zero-padding along the time dimension, and
(ii) using causal two-dimensional deconvolutions in the decoder
achieved by reducing the kernel size along the time dimension
to the value of 1.

Note that as a result, in contrast to the original DCCRN [8],
in both encoder and decoder, the size of the time dimension $T$
remains unchanged, as marked in Fig. 2. Furthermore, algorithmic
latency, due to the overlap-add procedure from the ISTFT
operation, equals to the frame length (e.g. 4 sub-frames for 25% overlap, as used in this paper). In case of the original DC-
CRN, which also uses 25% overlap, look ahead amounted to 6
sub-frames. Thus the baseline system requires relative 50% al-
gorithmic latency increase in reference to our proposed model.

2.5. Further modifications to the network architecture and loss function

Further modification include an introduction of convolutional
pathways, with filter kernel of $1 \times 1$, between the encoder and decoder
through skip-connections, which is a similar idea to the DCCRN+ presented in [19]. However, instead of performing concatenation along the feature dimension, we propose to sum the output from the convolution path with the output of the preceding deconvolutional layer, before feeding it to the next deconvolutional layer.

In the majority of experiments, we apply the typically used loss function [8], known as the scale-invariant signal-to-noise ratio (SI-SNR), which is defined as follows

$$L_{SI\text{-SNR}} = 20 \log_{10} \frac{|s|_2}{\|s - \hat{s}\|_2}, \quad (5)$$

where $s$ is scaled during training according to $s = (\hat{s}^T s)/(|\hat{s}|^T s)$ to normalize signal gain before loss computa-
tion. Note that the negative SI-SNR loss is minimized.

In the final experiments, we also modify the loss function as follows (based on the magnitude of the re-synthesized signal):

$$L_{SI\text{-SNR}+Mag} = \gamma L_{SI\text{-SNR}} + (1 - \gamma) \|\text{STFT}(\hat{s}) - |\text{STFT}(s)|\|_1, \quad (6)$$

where hyperparameter $\gamma$ enables to weight the impact of both loss terms. Note that the STFT used in the loss function differs from the one used to transform the input signal into the STFT domain. In particular, we apply the rectangular window, whilst all STFT parameters (such as frame length and hop-size) remain the same as in the processing path.

### 3. Experimental Evaluation and Results

#### 3.1. Datasets and training setup

As a main dataset for the performed experiments, we used LibriMix (Libri2Mix) [20], precisely train-360 (30k utterances), dev (3k utterances) and test (3k utterances) splits in the min
mode. The training data consists of short (3 s long) signals with 16 kHz sampling frequency that undergo 512-point STFT with 32 ms Hann window and 25% (8 ms) hop-size. We base our im-
plementation on the one available in the Asteroid toolkit [21]. We share most of the configuration and hyperparameters with Asteroid implementation*, i.e Adam optimizer with weight de-
cay set to 10e-5 and the maximum number of epochs set to

#### 3.2. Performed experiments and evaluation metrics

In experimental evaluation, we focus primarily on (i) the performance
comparison between the mask-based and signal-based DC-
CRN, as well as (ii) comparison between two versions of the overlapped-frame prediction algorithm (with partial and full
frame summation) against the popular single-frame pro-
cessing, and (iii) comparison between non-causal and causal architecture design. For the final setup, i.e. signal-based DC-
CRN with overlapped-frame prediction performing full-sub-
frame summation and operating in a causal manner, we assess
the model performance for the added convolutional pathways and the modified loss function given by (6).

We used standard speech enhancement evaluation metrics such as the Scale-Invariant Signal-to-Distortion Ratio (SI-SDR)
[22], Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) [23], and Short-Time Objective Intelligibility (STOI) [24]. Table 1 presents the improvements (denoted as $\Delta$) of these mea-
sures between the processed (speech enhanced) and unpro-
cessed (noisy) signals, for the evaluations performed on the Lib-
rimix and DNS datasets.

#### 3.3. Discussion of results

The results presented in Table 1 for the Librimix dataset in-
dicate that slight yet consistent improvement in SI-SDR and
STOI is obtained by the proposed signal-based processing over the respective mask-based counterpart; improvement in terms of PESQ is also observed for the counterpart models. For the DNS dataset, we can similarly observe improvement or at least the same gain for SI-SDR and STOI in the signal-based pro-
cessing over the mask-based processing for the proposed causal as well as non-causal cases.

As expected, in general, switching from non-causal to causal processing, typically results in slight performance drop in terms of the evaluation metrics’ values. On the other hand, it also significantly reduces the number of network parameters, by around 24%.

Comparing the processing type for the proposed causal signal-based processing, the presented overlapped-frame pre-
diction with full sub-frame summation, consistently outper-
forms the standard single-frame prediction. Interestingly, par-
tial summation notably outperforms the reference single-frame prediction for the non-causal processing. It should be noted, that comparing popular single-frame prediction in mask-based processing with the proposed signal-based processing with overlapped-frame prediction, in general performance gain is ob-
served for the vast majority of cases, while at times minor hear-
able artifacts may also occur [10].
Table 1: Comparison of the original mask-based DCCRN with the proposed signal-based DCCRN for causal and non-causal single-frame and overlapped-frame prediction with full and partial summation. Results are presented for the LibriMix and DNS test datasets, with the reference values of ΔSI-SDR [dB], ΔSTOI, and ΔPESQ metrics (which are averaged over unprocessed signals for all datasets) equal to 3.4 dB, 0.796, 1.16 for LibriMix, and 9.2 dB, 0.915, and 1.58 for DNS. Note that the algorithmic latency of causal vs non-causal cases is equal to 32 ms (4 sub-frames of 8 ms) vs 48 ms (6 sub-frames of 8 ms), respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing type</th>
<th>Causal</th>
<th>#Params (M)</th>
<th>LibriMix</th>
<th>DNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ΔSI-SDR [dB]</td>
<td>ΔSTOI</td>
<td>ΔPESQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single-frame pred.</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overlapped-frame pred.</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(partial sum.)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overlapped-frame pred.</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(full sum.)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single-frame pred.</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overlapped-frame pred.</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(partial sum.)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overlapped-frame pred.</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(full sum.)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ CP</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ SI-SNR+Mag</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Example spectrograms of unprocessed microphone signal (top), source signal, source signal estimated by mask-based DCCRN, and signal-based causal DCCRN with convolutional pathways and applied overlapped-frame prediction using full sub-frame summation (bottom).

The proposed causal signal-based processing with full summation in overlapped-frame prediction, is next modified by adding convolutional pathways (CP). Such CP modification reduces the number of network parameters, while the evaluation metrics remain at very similar levels. Further modification of the loss function yields significant performance gain in STOI and PESQ, which is superior to the original mask-based DCRN across all performance measures and both datasets. Note that this impressive results are obtained for the model with a reduced number of network parameters (from 3.7M to 2.6M).

Finally, Fig. 3 compares example spectrograms of the original mask-based processing with single-frame prediction, and the proposed signal-based causal processing with overlapped-frame prediction using full sub-frame summation. As can be observed, spectrograms obtained with the proposed and state-of-the-art models are very similar. They are also similar to the spectrogram of the clean source signal, which indicates very good noise reduction. Nonetheless, some differences can be observed, e.g. in the time period just before 2 s, in which the existing mask-based approach estimates the signal which is not present in the original source signal. In contrast, spectrogram of the proposed model resembles more closely the spectrogram of the clean source in this time period.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents causal signal-based DCCRN for improved online single-channel speech enhancement. The proposed model performs direct complex filtering of the microphone signal with overlapped-frame prediction using full sub-frame summation. The results of experimental evaluation indicate that the proposed model achieves similar or even better speech enhancement than the original DCCRN with mask-based single-frame prediction, while it decreases the algorithmic latency and reduces the number of neural network parameters.
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